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1. Introduction

Electronic devices have been minimized, but their performance is becoming better and better. Their heat flux has been significantly increased and has already exceeded about 100 W/cm² recently. The insufficient dissipating of the heat flux may lead to performance decrease or failure of the electronic device and components. Heat flux in laptop computers has not been questioned; therefore, only a heat sink has been applied on cooling them. Recently, however, a more powerful cooling solution is sought for high heat flux. Solid materials with high thermal conductivity have been mainly used in low heat flux applications, whereas small-sized heat pipes have been utilized in high heat flux applications. The use of small-sized heat pipes in electronic devices like laptop computers has only been developed recently. For example, the use of heat pipes with diameter of 3–4 mm became common in laptop and desktop computers only during the early 2000s. Recently, as electronic devices have started to become smaller and thinner, heat pipes with diameter of 3–4 mm have been pressed to fit the form factor to them. However, a lot of problems were encountered in their thermal performance, thus micro heat pipes (MHPs) were developed to solve them. Specifically, a flat plate micro heat pipe (FPMHP) with diameter of less than 1.5 mm was developed by Moon (Moon et al., 2002). FPMHPs are being used mainly in display panel BLU applications and are being prepared to be used in the LED headlight of vehicles. However, in spite of their thermal performance and broad applications, FPMHPs may still show degradation in thermal performance in the case of thinner applications.

If we consider phase-change cooling devices like heat pipes that have thermal conductivity that is 500 times larger than copper rods for small-sized and thin electronic devices, there is a need to develop new cooling methods suitable for them.

A thin flat plate type micro capillary pumped loop (CPL) with thickness of less than 2 mm was developed by Moon as a trial product. The proposed micro CPL has two-staged grooves in the evaporator, instead of poles, for preventing the backflow of the vapor bubbles; this is a simpler structure compared to that of a micro CPL with poles. A large vapor space from the evaporator to the condenser was also constructed in the middle plate to allow for the reduction of the flow resistance of the vapor. The micro CPL was fabricated using MEMS technology and was composed of lower, middle, and upper substrates. The lower substrate was composed of silicon, while the middle and upper substrates were made from Pyrex glass for visualization. Through a preliminary test, it was verified that there was no leakage at the adhesion interface between the lower and the middle or upper substrates.
and at the bonding interface between the lower substrate and the fill tube. Although the experimental studies for the micro CPL have been poor to date, we obtained reasonable experimental results in this study. The performance test result showed a heat transfer rate of 8.5 W for the micro CPL, and we could observe the operating characteristics of circulating or evaporating and condensing by visualization. Pure distilled water was used as working fluid.

2. Cooling methods for small-sized electronic devices

A cooling module with 3–4 mm diameter heat pipe, combined with Al heat sink, is mainly used for desktop PCs belonging to large-sized personal devices. However, a pressed 3–4 mm diameter heat pipe is used for laptop PCs due to its limited inner space (Moon et al., 2001). A decrease in heat transfer rate may occur in the case of pressed flat heat pipe due to the reduction of the inner space for the flow path of the working fluid and the deformation of the specific wick structure for capillary pressure (Kim et al., 2001). Thus, the thickness of the heat pipe is limited for its normal performance. Studies on flat plate heat pipes or MHPs that are less than 2 mm thick have been conducted (Moon et al., 1999; Moon et al., 2002). A heat pipe of small thickness or diameter is not suitable for high heat transfer rate application, but for small-sized mobile devices as cooling solution. In the case of an MHP, it is not easy for the wick for liquid flow path to be inserted into it due to its small size. Therefore, grooves were fabricated on the MHP envelope or the sharp corners of the polygonal structure by reforming itself act as the wick. Tubular type MHPs with circular or polygonal cross section are suitable for small-sized application, whereas flat plate type MHPs are suitable for display application. Cooling solutions that may be considered for small-sized electronic and telecommunication devices are as follows. Materials with high thermal conductivity like copper and aluminum are cooling solutions that can be used easily. Such materials are widely used as cooling solutions in the fields of electronic packaging module and system levels. A liquid cooling using micro channels is suitable for high heat flux application due to its high heat transfer rate. However, because it has constraint in the form factor, it is not suitable for mobile application. Furthermore, overall, the spray cooling method and thermo-electric cooling (TEC) may be considered for a specific application.

3. Micro Heat Pipes (MHPs)

3.1 Characteristics of the MHP

Because MHPs have limited inner space compared to medium-size heat pipes, inserting additional wick for liquid flow path is not easy. Therefore, MHPs are characterized to have capillary structure on their wall. MHPs have small vaporizing amount with latent heat due to their small size, therefore they are not suitable for high heat flux application. The existence of non-condensable gas, albeit in very small amount, can lead to the decrease in performance; therefore, high-quality fabricating process is needed.

Cotter (Cotter, 1984) was first to propose the concept of an MHP for the purpose of cooling electronic devices. The MHP was so small a heat pipe that the mean radius of curvature of the liquid-vapor interface is comparable to the hydraulic radius of the flow channel. Typically, MHPs have a convex but cusped cross section with hydraulic diameters of 10–500 µm and lengths of 10–50 mm (Faghri, 1995). Since the initial conceptualization by Cotter in 1984, numerous analytical and experimental investigations have been reported so far.
According to the previous investigations reported by Cotter (Cotter, 1984), Babin and Peterson (Babin et al., 1990), and Gener (Gerner, 1989), the maximum heat transport capacity of the MHP with 0.01–0.5 mm hydraulic radius was 0.03–0.5 W and corresponded to 10 W/cm$^2$ in the heat flux based on the surface area of the evaporator. Wu and Peterson (Wu et al., 1991) also reported that $Q_{\text{max}} = 4$–$5$ W or $q''_{\text{lim}} = 5$ W/cm$^2$ for a flat MHP with $D_h = 1$ mm. Thus, Faghri (Faghri, 1995) mentioned that it was necessary to improve the maximum heat transport capacity in order to cover the thermal load (> 10 W/cm$^2$) encountered in most main ICs of current computers and to widely apply the MHP to computers as a cooling device.

The maximum heat transfer rate of the MHP is increased as the operating temperature is increased, which is similar to the medium-sized heat pipe. Fig. 1 shows the maximum heat transfer rate according to the operating temperature variation for the curved rectangular MHP fabricated through this study, which has 30% of working fluid compared with the total volume. It is a characteristic of the MHP to have liquid block at the condenser during its operation due to its small inner fluid flow space. The liquid block induces a decrease in its performance since vapor cannot reach the condenser area, which is being occupied by the liquid block, and thus cannot accomplish phase-change heat transfer in there. Thus, optimum design of the working fluid amount is important to minimize the volume of the liquid block. Fig. 2 shows the capillary radius distribution over axial direction of the MHP in conditions of 50 °C of operating temperature. The capillary radius can be calculated by equation (1):

$$P_c = P_v - P_l = \sigma \left( \frac{1}{r_{c1}} + \frac{1}{r_{c2}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $r_{c1}$ and $r_{c2}$ are the principal capillary radii of the meniscus. For the MHP designed in this study, the capillary radius can be considered as $r_{c1} \approx r_{c(x)}$ and $r_{c2} \approx \infty$ since capillary radius variation over axial direction occurred, but the capillary radius variation through radial direction nearly not occurred. Fig. 3 shows the vapor and liquid pressure distributions over axial direction of the MHP in the condition of 50 °C of operating temperature.

Fig. 1. Maximum heat transport capacity according to operating temperatures
3.2 Fabrication of the MHP

The size of the MHP developed in this study is smaller than that of the miniature heat pipe with diameter of 3–4 mm. The MHP could be manufactured using current mechanical technology of the simple manufacturing process. Therefore, this manufacturing process of the MHP has a good productivity. In fact, the microstructures of the MHP may be manufactured with etching process (Gerner, 1989), but such process has disadvantages in terms of productivity and cost. The container of the MHP was manufactured with the drawing process, and Fig. 1 shows its cross section. This MHP does not have additional wick installed on the inner wall of the general heat pipe, but has sharp corners made with structural deformation of its wall, which serves as wick.
The condensed liquid at the condenser of the MHP returns to the evaporator through the capillary force of the liquid. It is important for the MHP to have sharp edges in the corners to enable the working liquid to return from the condenser to the evaporator. The rectangular MHP with curved sides (Fig. 4a) has advantages for thermal performance, such as larger inner space for vapor flow and an additional corner for liquid path, than those of the triangular MHP (Fig. 4b). Because the edge angle at the corner of the triangular MHP is sharper than that of the rectangular MHP, the capillary force of the working fluid at the triangular MHP is larger than that at the rectangular MHP. The specification of the MHP is shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Cross section of MHP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Triangular MHP</th>
<th>Curved rectangular MHP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total length (mm)</td>
<td>50/100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator length</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adiabatic section length</td>
<td>15 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working fluid</td>
<td>25 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill ratio of working fluid</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of corners</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container material</td>
<td>Oxygen-free copper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container manufacturing method</td>
<td>Drawing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Experimental specification of MHP

FPMHPs with cross section of rectangular, modified rectangular, and triangular types were newly developed in the present study. The container of the FPMHPs was manufactured by the extrusion process, which could effectively form a sharp edge and significantly enhance the productivity of FPMHPs. Moreover, mass production of FPMHPs is possible through this method. The FPMHPs have three types of cross section – rectangular, modified rectangular, and triangular. Fig. 5 shows the cross section of the FPMHPs; Table 2 presents the dimensions of the FPMHPs.
Table 2. Dimensions of the FPMHPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Total length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular type</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified rectangular type</td>
<td>1.5 mm</td>
<td>14 mm</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangular type</td>
<td>1.5 mm</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Cross sections of the FPMHPs

3.3 Thermal performance of the MHP

The testing apparatus for the thermal performance of the MHP was composed of an MHP, a vacuum chamber unit, a constant temperature bath for cooling the MHP, a data acquisition system, and a DC power supplying unit, as shown in Fig. 6. The evaporator of the MHP was heated using the electric resistance heater and DC power supply unit. The wire with 0.36 mm diameter and 10 Ω/m resistance per meter, as a heater, was wound around the copper block with an interval of 0.5 mm for supplying the constant thermal load, which was attached on the outer wall of the evaporator. The condenser of the MHP is cooled by the water jacket with circulating water. Thermal grease (0.74 W/m °C) was filled between the pipe wall and the water jacket in order to minimize the thermal contact resistance. The vacuum chamber (10⁻²–10⁻³ torr) made of acryl was used to minimize the heat loss to the environment, as shown in Fig. 6. This vacuum chamber with a cylindrical body could be set rotationally for the inclination angle tests. To measure the wall temperature of the MHP, K-type thermocouples (Φ0.08 mm) were bonded by soldering at two points at the evaporator wall, one point at the adiabatic section, and two points at the condenser. The locations of the thermocouples are shown as X in Fig. 6 for the MHP with a total length of 50 mm. In the case of the 100 mm length, the distance between the locations of the thermocouples would be two times longer than that for the case of 50 mm length. The measured temperatures were recorded by using the data acquisition system.

The MHP is made of oxygen-free copper with wall thickness of between 0.27 and 0.28 mm. Pure water was used for the working fluid, which has relatively large surface tension and latent heat characteristic from 30–160 °C of the operating temperature. The filling ratio of the working fluid was 20% to the inner volume of the MHP. The liquid blocking region where the vapor could not be reached may be created at the condenser, the end of the MHP with 1–2 mm of equivalent diameter. The heat transfer by phase change of the working fluid could not be accomplished in the liquid blocking region. The temperature at the end of the condenser is 5–20 °C lower than that of the area adjacent to the condenser, and the heat transfer rate of the MHP is decreased due to the liquid blocking. Therefore, the inactivated amount of the working fluid due to liquid blocking should be considered at the design step.
of the MHP for calculating the filling ratio of the working fluid. The generation mechanism for the liquid blocking has not been reported in detail at any papers and still remained as an undeveloped field.

The experimental test was performed to investigate the thermal performance of the MHP. The operating temperature of the MHP identical with the temperature at the adiabatic section of the MHP was considered for the four cases – 60 °C, 70 °C, 80 °C, and 90 °C. The temperature and the amount of coolant circulating between the water jacket and the constant temperature bath were controlled carefully to maintain the conditions of the constant operating temperature of the MHP. The thermal load supplied to the MHP was increased stepwise by 0.5 W from 0.5 W. The wall temperature of the MHP was recorded at the steady state by each thermal load step. The measurement was stopped when the wall temperature of the evaporator of the MHP rapidly increased due to dry-out. The wall temperatures of the evaporator, the adiabatic section, and the condenser of the MHP were averaged in each zone. This test was measured in the chamber with vacuum condition of $10^{-2}$–$10^{-3}$ torr. The results of the present study included errors in measurement, i.e., the tolerance in the heat supply ($\pm 0.05$ V for voltage, $\pm 0.01$ A for current) and that in the temperature measurement ($\pm 0.1$ °C). The performance testing apparatus of the FPMHP is similar to that of the circular type MHP.

![Fig. 6. Experimental apparatus](Image)

A heat pipe can transport a large amount of heat with a slight temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser. In general, one of the test procedures to check whether a non-condensable gas exists in the heat pipe or a heat pipe is operated well just after the end of the manufacturing process is to measure the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser. In that case, however, we should remember that each heat pipe has a temperature difference as one’s own. In the case of a small-sized heat pipe like the one in the present study, high-precision technologies are needed in the manufacturing process because the presence of non-condensable gases or contaminants, albeit small in amount, can be detrimental to the heat pipe performance.
Fig. 7 shows the temperature distribution by the axial length of 50 mm. The tested MHP has a curved triangular cross section and a 20% filling ratio to the inner total volume. The heat was dissipated only at the condenser with the conduction heat transfer. The temperatures were averaged over 60 seconds after steady state to reduce minor temperature fluctuation error. As shown in Fig. 7, the wall temperatures of the MHP are increased as the thermal load is increased. This means that the thermal equilibrium, which is the isothermal property of the MHP from the evaporator to the condenser, is well accomplished. The temperature differences between the evaporator and the condenser were 4.3–9.8 °C over the thermal loads of 0.5–4 W. However, the temperature difference of 9.8 °C between the evaporator and the condenser in the thermal load of 1 W is higher than that in other thermal loads. This is because the amount of latent heat to be transported toward the condenser is small by insufficient vaporization at the evaporator, and the thermal resistance is high by a relatively thick liquid film under low thermal load near 1 W.

Fig. 8 shows the temperature distribution by the axial length at the operating temperature of 90 °C, which equals the temperature at the adiabatic section. The tested MHP is the same as the one in Fig. 7. It is seen that the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser is increased as the thermal load is increased at the constant operating temperature of 90 °C. This can be explained by the fact that vapor flow velocity is increased as the thermal load is increased. Therefore, the friction force on the vapor-liquid interface and the pressure drop in the liquid flow are increased. Because the space for the vapor flow in the MHP is narrower than that in the conventional heat pipe, the pressure drop caused by the friction on the vapor-liquid interface may largely affect the MHP performance.

Fig. 9 shows the effect of the inclination angle on the thermal performance of the triangular MHP. In the figure, the negative inclination angle indicates a top heating mode in which the evaporator is located higher than the condenser, and conversely, the positive inclination angle means a bottom heating mode in which the evaporator is located lower than the condenser. As shown in Fig. 9, the effect of the inclination angle on the thermal performance is small. The thermal performance of the MHP was almost the same for the tilting mode from the horizontal mode to the top heating mode with –90 degrees. However, there was a decrease in the thermal performance of the MHP as the inclination of the MHP was rotated from the bottom heating mode to the top heating mode. That is, the thermal performance of the triangular MHP was very stable in the bottom heating mode, and it is seen that the capillary force of the working fluid was enough to flow from the condenser to the evaporator. The triangular MHP has the limiting power of 4.51 W at the top heating mode of –90 degrees.

Fig. 10 shows the overall heat transfer coefficient according to the total length of the triangular MHP. The considered lengths of the MHP were 50 mm and 100 mm. In the case of the MHP with a small-sized equivalent diameter smaller than 2 mm, the effect of the pipe length on the thermal performance of the MHP could be large. This is due to the fact that the pressure losses by friction at the vapor-liquid interface and the capillary limitation for returning the condensed liquid are significantly dominant as the pipe length is increased. As shown in Fig. 6, the thermal performance of the triangular MHP tends to be increased according to the decrease in the pipe length. In the case of the triangular MHP, the overall heat transfer coefficient was enhanced about 92% when the total length was decreased from 100 mm to 50 mm for the thermal load of 3 W. In the future, more detailed experimental results for the effect of the pipe length on the thermal performance of the MHP will be studied.

A dry-out state occurs when the temperature at the evaporator’s lowest end for the bottom heating mode is abruptly increased compared to other temperatures at the evaporator. The
thermal load just prior to the state in which heat transfer by phase change can no longer be conducted due to a dry-out in the evaporator is defined as the heat transfer limit.

Fig. 11 shows the thermal resistances and heat transfer limits for the triangular MHP and the rectangular MHP. The thermal resistance can be calculated by equation (2):

\[
R = \frac{T_e - T_c}{Q}
\]

Where \( T_e \) and \( T_c \) are the wall temperatures at the evaporator and the condenser of the MHP, respectively, and \( Q(W) \) is a thermal load at the evaporator. The tested MHP has a fill ratio of 20% to the internal total volume of the MHP. The operating temperature is not constant, but increases as the thermal load is increased. The heat dissipating at the condenser of the MHP was accomplished by circulating 20 °C water, which was controlled by a constant temperature bath. As shown in Fig. 11, the heat transfer limit of the triangular MHP is 1.6 times larger than that of the rectangular MHP. The heat transfer limits were 4.5 W and 7 W for the rectangular MHP and the triangular MHP, respectively. This is because the corners for the rectangular MHP are not developed sharply compared to that for the triangular MHP and the capillary force needed for returning the condensed liquid to the evaporator cannot be obtained sufficiently.

The property of the rectangular MHP having one additional corner than the triangular MHP may make an advantage in its thermal performance. However, because a radius of curvature at the corner is not sufficiently small to retain capillary pressure, the performance of the rectangular MHP cannot be superior to that of the triangular MHP. The performance of the MHP is largely restricted by the capillary limit.

The factor that mainly affects the capillary limit is the radius of curvature at the corner. The radius of curvature \( r \) is a function of a corner aperture angle \( \theta \), a contact angle \( \alpha \), and a location of the meniscus contact point in the corner \( \chi \), as shown in equation (3).

\[
r = f(\theta, \alpha, \chi)
\]

The corner aperture angle of 60–70 degrees in the rectangular MHP of the present study is larger than that of the angle 30–40 degrees in the analytical result of Zaghdoudi (Zaghdoudi et al., 1997); therefore, the small radius of curvature cannot be obtained.

Fig. 12 presents the experimental thermal resistance and heat transfer limit of the triangular MHP for various operating temperatures. The tested MHP has a fill ratio of 20% and was performed for the various operating temperature of 60 °C, 70 °C, 80 °C, and 90 °C. As shown in Fig. 8, the heat transfer limit is a function of the operating temperature; it increases as the operating temperature is increased. The heat transfer limits were 6.18, 7.59, 8.01, and 10 W for the operating temperatures of 60 °C, 70 °C, 80 °C, and 90 °C, respectively.

Fig. 13 presents the experimental results of the present study and those of Moon (Moon et al., 1999) for the heat transfer limit. The MHP tested in Moon et al. had a curved triangular cross section and a stainless steel as container material. Pure water was used as working fluid. As shown in Fig. 13, the heat transfer limit of the present study is 1.7–2.1 times larger than that of
Moon et al. over the operating temperature of 60–80 °C. This result shows that large capillary limit was obtained in the present study compared to that in Moon (Moon et al., 1999). High productivity and simple manufacturing process were considered, and enhanced performance was obtained compared to that of Moon et al. for the future applications.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the performance test results of temperature distributions along with the length of the FPMHP. In both figures, it can be seen that the temperatures of the condenser instantly follow the temperature of the evaporator for overall thermal loads. This phenomenon means that the FPMHPs have good constant temperature characteristics as a heat pipe. The temperature differences between the evaporator and the condenser are 2.5–6.4 °C for the FPMHP with fill ratio of 25% and 2.2–11.9 °C for the one with fill ratio of 15%, respectively.

When the temperature of the evaporator was considered within the temperature of 120 °C, Table 3 shows the heat transfer rate of the FPMHP with fill ratio of 20%. In the table, the heat transfer rate of the rectangular FPMHP is higher than that of other FPMHPs. The heat transfer rate of the modified rectangular FPMHP is as high as that of the rectangular FPMHP due to the capillary force of the former being higher than that of the latter. Meanwhile, the heat transfer rate of the triangular FPMHP is lower than that of other FPMHPs due to its characteristic of having small space for vapor flow.
Fig. 9. Thermal performance by inclination angle

Fig. 10. Overall heat transfer coefficient by total length

Fig. 11. Performance comparison by cross-section type
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Fig. 12. Thermal performance by the operating temperature

Fig. 13. Experimental results comparison between the present study and Moon et al.

Fig. 14. Temperature distributions along FPMHP with fill ratio of 25% with the axial length for rectangular
Fig. 15. Temperature distributions along with the axial length for rectangular FPMHP with fill ratio of 15%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heat transfer rate</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular</td>
<td>13.66 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified rectangular</td>
<td>13 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>8 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Heat transfer rate of each FPMHP with fill ratio of 20%

3.4 Why micro CPL is needed in the future
Vapor and liquid have counter flow pattern in the heat pipe. Therefore, pressure drop on the vapor-liquid interface is created, which then leads to a decrease in the heat transfer performance of the heat pipe. Fig. 16 shows the effect of shear force on the vapor-liquid interface to the maximum heat transport capacity. The result shows that the case wherein no shear force is considered is about twice the maximum heat transport capacity of that which considers shear force. From the result, we can realize that the shear force on the vapor-liquid interface significantly affects the performance of the small-sized heat pipe. The micro CPL could be considered as an alternative solution. It has separated vapor and liquid flow path compared to the MHP. Therefore, when there is no shear force on the vapor-liquid interface, then pressure drop by shear force cannot occur. However, the successful fabrication of small-sized micro CPL with flat plate shape shows that a normal operating characteristic is not easy.

4. Micro CPL
4.1 Design of the micro CPL
Considering the tendency of portable electronic and communication devices to become thinner and thinner, flat plate type cooling devices offer great convenience to be applied to such devices compared with circular type cooling devices. In the present, the flat heat pipe pressed from a circular shape has been widely used in notebook PCs, sub-notebook PCs,
Fig. 16. Effects of shear force on maximum heat transport capacity

game machines, etc. However, the limit in thickness reduces the heat transfer capacity of the pressed circular type heat pipe. In addition, the thermal resistance of such pipe was greatly increased with the pressed thickness limit of 2 mm, caused by the tendency of the central part of the circular type heat pipe to be depressed when it is pressed. Another reason is the fact that it is not easy to secure sufficient space for vapor flow in a pressed heat pipe with the wick. Therefore, thin flat plate type cooling devices are needed for the thermal management of electronic packaging with limited inner space.

Fig. 17 shows the micro CPL designed in the present study. The micro CPL was designed to have flat plate shape and was composed of three layers – a bottom silicon layer, a middle glass layer, and a top glass layer. The structural characteristics of the micro CPL are as follows. Contrary to the structure of a conventional heat pipe, the micro CPL is fabricated by stacking several plates. The plates with evaporator, condenser, vapour, and liquid path are fabricated by each fabrication process and then integrated in order to construct one envelope for the micro CPL. By designing the evaporator in the bottom silicon plate to have two-step structures, the large vapor flow space in it could be secured in the limited inner space of the micro CPL. By designing the upper surface of the two-step structure to interconnect with the liquid line vertically, the backflow of the vapor bubbles could be protected. The liquid flow path at the condenser was designed to have zigzag pattern and cross section, which is reduced gradually to prevent the flow pressure drop from changing abruptly in the path and to condense the vapor sufficiently. Meanwhile, the grooves in the upper glass plate were designed to have relatively large width to achieve dispersion effect of the condensed liquid on it. The bottom silicon layer was constructed out of evaporator, condenser, reservoir, and heat blocks that are placed between the evaporator and the condenser. The heat blocks reduce heat conduction via the wall and calculate the pure heat transfer rate by the vapor-liquid phase change. The fine grooves of the two-step structure were constructed in parallel at the evaporator. The middle glass layer was composed of the vapor line and vapor flow space at the part corresponding to the evaporator. The liquid lines constructed in the middle glass layer meet vertically with the upper surface of the two-step grooves at the evaporator.

The operating principle of the micro CPL is slightly different from that of the heat pipe. First, the vapor created by the input power at the evaporator is transferred toward the condenser via the vapor line that is placed in the center of the micro CPL and has larger space than the liquid
The vapor is condensed at the condenser by releasing the heat to the environment and the condensed liquid is returned toward the evaporator via the two liquid lines that are placed at both sides of the micro CPL. The vapor and the liquid circulate continuously. The working fluid was supplied through a hole located at the top of the reservoir. Fig. 18 shows the operating principle of the micro CPL, and Table 4 shows the specification of the one designed in the present study. The micro CPL is 1.5 mm thick with each plate having thickness of 0.5 mm. Considering thermal performance, the micro CPL should be thick; however, considering its application, it should be thin. In this study, the micro CPL was designed to be thin, but its thickness was determined by considering a minimum demand condition in the fabrication process. When the length of the small heat pipe exceeded 100 mm, its thermal performance significantly decreased. Hence, the total length of 50–70 mm was considered within 100 mm. Micro CPLs that are 50–70 mm long basically have the same structure, except that the length of their evaporator is 10 mm and 15 mm, respectively.

Fig. 17. Detailed structure of the flat plate type micro CPL

Fig. 18. An operating principle of the flat plate type micro CPL
Table 4. Specifications of the flat plate type micro CPL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>50mm length</th>
<th>70mm length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaporator Area</td>
<td>9*10mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groove Width/Height</td>
<td>20*60µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groove Number</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapor Line Height/Width</td>
<td>500*2000µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapor Line Length</td>
<td>20mm</td>
<td>40mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Line Height/Width</td>
<td>500*250µm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Line Length</td>
<td>35mm</td>
<td>55mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser Area</td>
<td>10*20mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Fabrication of the micro CPL using MEMS

Silicon was used for the bottom plate of the micro CPL, while glass was used for the middle and top plates. The silicon bottom plate, which has an evaporator with two-step grooves, a condenser, and a reservoir, was fabricated through the deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) process. The glass middle plate, which consists of the vapor space at the evaporator, the vapor line, and the feed line for supplying the working fluid into the envelope, was fabricated by wet etching and sanding processes. Meanwhile, the glass top plate with grooves for distributing the liquid at the evaporator was fabricated by the wet etching process. Fig. 19 illustrates the fabrication process flow.

The detailed fabrication processes are as follows. First, the 3 µm oxide, as the masking layer, was deposited on the silicon bottom wafer through wet thermal oxidation. After the PR patterning and dry etching of the oxide layer, the oxide of 8,000Å – as the second masking layer – was deposited and patterned. Afterwards, first-step grooves (Fig. 19(a)) were etched to the depth of 60 µm by the first DRIE process. After removing the remaining PR, the second-step grooves were etched to the depth of 200 µm by the second DRIE process. The poly-silicon of 5,000 Å – as the masking layer – was deposited on the glass middle wafer to fabricate the feed line with relatively small cross-section area. After the PR patterning and dry etching of the poly-silicon layer, the grooves were etched to the depth of 60 µm by wet etching. After removing the remaining poly-silicon, the dry film resist (DFR) film was attached on the glass wafer for use as masking layer. The vapor line penetrating the glass wafer was fabricated by the sanding process (Figs. 19(b) and (c)). The grooves were then etched to the depth of 60 µm by wet etching at the evaporator in the top wafer, which is similar to the fabrication process of the middle wafer. After the grooves were fabricated, the DFR film was attached on the top glass wafer to fabricate the through hole. After patterning the DFR film, the through hole was then fabricated through the sanding process. The connection of the fill tube on the top of the glass wafer was one of the most difficult fabricating processes in the present study. The copper material was used for the fill tube like that of the general heat pipe. A fragment silicon plate on which the metal layer of circular bands shape was deposited was used for bonding with the fill tube. The metal layer has a combination of Ti/Cu/Ni. Ni of 5 µm was deposited through electroplating to guarantee that the fill tube and the metal layer are bonded firmly. The fragment silicon plate was
bonded on the top glass wafer of the micro CPL by anodic bonding process. The bottom silicon wafer was bonded with the middle glass wafer by the anodic bonding process as well. The top glass wafer was bonded on the middle and bottom wafers by direct bonding process. Then the envelope for the micro CPL was completed (Fig. 20(a)). Filling the working fluid into the envelope was accomplished by the conventional method of filling after degassing. Pure water was used as working fluid. The working fluid was filled until all grooves and the liquid lines in the micro CPL were saturated; the amount of working fluid was weighed and recorded about 0.0854 g.

![Fig. 19. The fabrication process of the flat plate type micro CPL](image1)

![Fig. 20. Fabricated micro CPL: (a) top view of the micro CPL; (b) SEM images of grooves; and (c) SEM images of two-step grooves](image2)

### 4.3 Thermal performance of the micro CPL

Fig. 21 shows the experimental apparatus used to investigate the isothermal characteristics and the heat transfer rate of the fabricated micro CPL. The apparatus was composed of a vacuum chamber in which the micro CPL was placed, a data acquisition system, and a constant temperature water bath. Heat was supplied into the micro CPL electrically by DC power supply (HPS 60100 model). A heater fabricated with Ni-Cr \((98.8 \Omega/m)\) wire with diameter of 0.08 mm was attached on the backside of the evaporator of the bottom silicon plate. The T-type thermocouples were used in order to measure the wall temperature; they were attached by epoxy to two locations on the evaporator, one location on the vapor and the liquid line, and two locations on the condenser. The heat dissipated to the environment was controlled by a liquid cooling system using water jacket that was attached on the backside of the condenser of the bottom silicon plate. The temperature and the flow rate of the cooling liquid could be controlled by the constant temperature water bath. The performance test for the fabricated micro CPL was done in a vacuum chamber in order to minimize the heat loss to the environment. The vacuum chamber was maintained to the degree of a vacuum of \(2 \times 10^{-1}\) torr during the test by continuous vacuum pumping. The
thermal load was supplied to the evaporator by steps of 1 or 0.5 W, starting with an initial power level of 1 W. The wall temperatures of the micro CPL in each power level were recorded when the temperatures of the wall reached a steady state. Meanwhile, visual inspection was conducted through the top glass plate in order to understand the operating characteristics of the micro CPL. The experimental results of the present study might include error rate in the measurement, i.e., the error rate in the measurement of the heat supply (±0.05 V for voltage, ±0.01 A for current) and temperature (±0.1 °C).

Fig. 21. Experimental apparatus: (a) performance test system and (b) top view of the micro CPL set-up

Considering its application in portable electronic devices, the micro CPL in the present study was designed to have flat plate shape. Nevertheless, the flow pressure drop in the fluid flow path of the micro CPL may be increased because its evaporator, vapor and liquid lines, and condenser were placed in the same plane as the flat plate with thickness of 1.5 mm. The fluid flow path with reduced cross section has significant effects on the decrease in the thermal performance of small heat pipes, which depend on the flow pressure drop. For a normal operation of the micro CPL, as shown in equation (4), the total pressure drop through the loop must be less than the capillary pressure limit created at the evaporator.

\[
\Delta P_e \geq \Delta P_e + \Delta P_v + \Delta P_{in} + \Delta P_l
\]  

(4)

Where \( \Delta P_e \), \( \Delta P_v \), \( \Delta P_{in} \) and \( \Delta P_l \) are pressure drops at the evaporator, vapor line, condenser, and liquid line, respectively. Fig. 22 shows the experimental results for the isothermal characteristic of micro CPLs with total length of 50 mm and 70 mm. The comparison results for the isothermal characteristic between the micro CPL with working fluid and the one without working fluid are shown in Fig. 22.

One of the methods used to evaluate the performance of the micro CPL in the present study is by measuring the thermal resistance, \( R \) (°C/W), which is defined in equation (5):

\[
R = \frac{T_e - T_c}{Q}
\]

(5)

Where \( T_e \) is the mean wall temperature at the evaporator, \( T_c \) is the mean wall temperature at the condenser of the micro CPL, and \( Q \) is the thermal load (W) imposed on the evaporator.
The test condition in Fig. 22 was the weak heat dissipation at the condenser. That is, the cooling water was not circulated at the condenser in order to investigate only the normal operating characteristic of the micro CPL by phase change of the working fluid. In the case of the heat pipe with the mechanism of vapor-liquid phase change, the heat pipe shows isothermal characteristics which transfer a lot of heat in small temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser. Therefore, the normal operating state could be confirmed by measuring the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser when small power is input to the evaporator. In Fig. 22, the micro CPL with working fluid shows lower thermal resistance than the micro CPL without working fluid in both cases of total length being 50 mm and 70 mm. This means that the fabricated micro CPL in the present study operates normally through the operating mechanism of vapor-liquid phase change. In the case of the total length of 50 mm, the micro CPL with working fluid shows lower thermal resistance about half of that of the micro CPL without working fluid. In the case of the total length of 70 mm, the micro CPL with working fluid shows lower thermal resistance about a third of that of the micro CPL without working fluid. This means that although the total length is increased from 50 mm to 70 mm, the micro CPL with working fluid operates normally by vapor-liquid phase change. However, the thermal resistance of the micro CPL increased when the total length was changed from 50 mm to 70 mm.

Fig. 22. Comparison of thermal resistance between the flat plate type micro CPL with working fluid and the one without working fluid

Fig. 23 shows the comparison results for the heat transfer rate between micro CPLs with working fluid with total length of 50 mm and 70 mm. In Fig. 23, the input power was not the maximum heat transfer rate; the heat transfer rate supplied to the evaporator was within the wall temperature of 120 °C at the evaporator. In the figure, the heat at the condenser was dissipated to the environment by the circulation of the cooling water. Through this experiment test, it the amount of heat that can be transferred by the fabricated micro CPL within the limited evaporator temperature could be investigated. The heat transfer rate of 7.5 W was obtained within the thermal resistance range of 6.8–19.9 °C/W in the case of the total length of 50 mm. Meanwhile, the heat transfer rate of 6.1 W was obtained within the thermal resistance range of 11.7–19.2 °C/W in the case of the total length of 70 mm. The
thermal resistance increased and the heat transfer rate decreased when the total length was increased from 50 mm to 70 mm. The operating mechanism of the flat plate micro CPL developed in the present study was not known in detail. Furthermore, the amount of working fluid and the structural design of the micro CPL were not optimized, therefore further study is needed in the future.

Fig. 23. Heat transfer rate according to increasing input power

4.4 Flow visualization of the micro CPL

Fig. 24 shows some images obtained by the visual inspection. They were captured on arbitrary time while the micro CPL is operating. Figs. 24(b), (c), and (d) show the fluid flow patterns in the path of the condenser. The fluid flow patterns in the micro CPL were very active during the time the results of Fig. 24 are being obtained. Although any change in the evaporator and the vapor line filled with vapor could not be seen with the naked eye, we

Fig. 24. Flow patterns at the condenser: (a) top view of the condenser; (b) (c) plug flow patterns on low or middle heat flux (1–6 W), respectively; (d) annular flow pattern on high heat flux (over 7 W)
could see the fluid flow phenomenon wherein the liquid and non-condensed vapor flow together. An undesirable phenomenon wherein the vapor transported from the evaporator was condensed on the top and bottom walls in the vapor line was observed with the naked eye. The activity of two-phase flow patterns increases as the input power supplied to the evaporator is increased. The fluid flow pattern was plug flow, wherein the vapor and liquid bridge move in order, in low power (1–3 W) and middle power (4–6 W). The fluid flow pattern changed from being plug flow to annular flow in high power (7–7.5 W). The plug flow in the middle power range has larger velocity than that in the low power range. The micro CPL shows the continuous circulating flow pattern over the entire power range. The liquid drops created on the bottom and top walls at the vapor line should be removed since they may increase the pressure drop in the vapor flow.

5. Commercialization of the MHP and micro CPL

The tubular type MHP, which was considered in chapter 3, can be used in any applications and may also be packaged for high heat flux applications. The FPMHP, which was fabricated by Al extrusion, was designed with consideration of capillary force. However, for the purpose of the commercialization of the FPMHP, not only should the capillary force be considered, but also the securing of the inner space. Furthermore, the fabrication cost and fabrication process limit should also be considered. Fig. 24 shows a commercialized model of the FPMHP, which is designed with consideration of the commercial viewpoint. It may be applied to various fields like display, electronic package, automobile, and optic industry. Flat plate micro CPL, which was considered in chapter 5, may be applied to slim mobile electronic devices. The fabrication of a structure similar to design can be obtained. However, for wider application, the fabrication of micro CPL using metal, instead of silicon and glass, is needed. The cost and process of fabrication should be considered for commercialization as well. Fig. 25 shows a micro CPL model fabricated by metal for commercialization. It is composed of only two layers, compared to that considered in chapter 5 which has three layers. The most important factor is reserving the inner space for fluid flow in the case of the commercialized model shown in Fig. 25, which has thickness of less than 1 mm and is composed of only two layers.

Fig. 25. FPMHP considering commercialization
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6. Conclusions

The characteristics, design, fabrication and thermal performance of MHPs and micro CPLs were investigated.

Firstly, MHPs with polygonal cross section applicable to electronic units with thin structure were manufactured and tested. The high productivity and simple manufacturing process were also considered for future applications. The manufactured MHP showed good isothermal property over the total length, and the temperature difference between the evaporator and the condenser was about 4–6 °C. The inclination angle had a slight effect on the thermal performance, and the thermal characteristic was stable from the top heating mode to the bottom heating mode. The effect of the total pipe length on the thermal performance of the triangular MHP was dominant. In the case of the triangular MHP, the overall heat transfer coefficient was enhanced by about 92% when the total length was decreased from 100 mm to 50 mm for 3 W of thermal load. The heat transfer limit of the triangular MHP was 7 W, which is 1.6 times larger than the 4.5 W heat transfer limit of the rectangular MHP. The heat transfer limit, which was the function of the operating temperature, increased when the operating temperature was increased. The maximum heat transfer limit of the triangular MHP was 10 W for the operating temperature of 90 °C. In the present study, the heat transfer limit was 1.7–2.1 times larger than that of Moon (Moon et al., 1999) for the operating temperature of 60–80 °C. The manufactured MHP in the present study exhibited superior heat dissipation capacity and thus can be widely used in integrated electronic units as a cooling module.

Secondly, the flat plate type micro CPL with thickness of 1.5 mm was designed, and its fabrication technology was developed through the present study. The micro CPL was designed to have an evaporator, a vapor line, two liquid lines, and a condenser in flat plate shape, ensuring a large space for the vapor flow. In particular, the evaporator was designed to have two-step grooves in order to secure the space for the vapor flow and prevent the backflow of bubbles. The individual fabrication processes technologies for each plate of
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silicon and glass were developed. Particularly, the bonding technology of the fill tube on the glass top plate was completed by the fragment silicon on which the circular type metal bands were deposited. The filling technology of the working fluid into the micro CPL under vacuum condition was completed by the conventional method of filling after vacuuming. Through the performance tests for the fabricated micro CPLs with total length of 50 mm and 70 mm, it was confirmed that micro CPLs operate normally through the phase-change heat transfer of the vapor and liquid. The thermal resistance of the micro CPL increased and the heat transfer rate decreased within the wall temperature of 120 °C at the evaporator when the total length increased from 50 mm to 70 mm. Through the visual study, it was observed that the fluid flow pattern of the micro CPL was plug flow in the low (1–3 W) and middle (4–6 W) power, and annular flow in the high power (over 7 W). The velocity of the fluid flow increased according to the input power. Further study on determining the operating mechanism of the flat plate type micro CPL and optimizing the structural design is needed in the future.
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